Math 108 information sheet, Spring 2016 (Hsu)

1. What is your full name, as registered? (Please print carefully, and please circle your family name, which is probably your last name, unless you’re from certain parts of Asia or Eastern Europe.)

2. What is the name you usually go by? (What do people usually call you?) Please give a pronunciation guide if you think it may be helpful or necessary.

3. Campus ID number (the number you use to register, not your SSN):

4. E-mail address (please print carefully, and make “1” and “i” and “ℓ” look different, as well as “0” (zero) and “O”):

5. Phone number to call if you oversleep an exam:

6. Major or prospective major (indicate undergrad/post-bac/master’s):

7. Why are you taking Math 108? (For instance, are you fulfilling a requirement?)

8. Are you currently registered for this class?

9. Are you taking this class again after previously not passing it?

10. Are you a graduating senior? (If so, please give me the appropriate paperwork as soon as possible.)

11. Are you taking this class through Open University? (If you don’t know what that is, the answer is “no.”)

12. Briefly describe your experience with doing proofs. Have you taken any classes where most of what you had to do involved proofs? (This primarily means Math 128a/128b, 129b, or 131a/131b; Math 42 doesn’t count.)

Below, continuing on the back of this sheet if necessary, please list all other math courses you have taken at the level of Calculus I or higher, and where you took them (SJSU, community college, etc.).